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When building optical set-ups for imaging and testing the human eye, it is of

utmost importance to ensure that the optical laser system is set-up properly.

Traditional wavefront sensors are often bulky and difficult to operate, so I

worked on developing a novel, portable Hartmann sensor using the Raspberry

Pi module. During my time in Prof. Geunyoung Yoon’s lab, I managed to build

a sensor prototype, as well as develop an algorithm that would detect first-order

errors in the laser beam.

During the summer of 2020, I worked

on modelling of optical coherence

tomography (OCT) for material and

structure testing with a research group at

the Technical University of

Kaiserslautern in Germany as a part of

the DAAD RISE program. During the

program, I developed a working model

of OCT in Zemax, and the German team

and I published our finding in 2021.

As a member and co-president of Engineers for a Sustainable World (ESW), I

participated and led several workshops for high school students from the

Rochester area. The workshops were in the area of MATLAB programming and

Raspberry Pi modules, which are often used as support and development tools

in research environments. This was a great opportunity to both share my

knowledge with the community and learn more through new interactions.

In Advanced Lens Design (OPT 544), I had the

opportunity to work on a team developing an

underwater camera for non-invasive coral health

inspection through fluorescence. During this project,

my team had to perform research not only in optics,

but also in the area of chemistry, underwater biology

and oceanography to develop a feasible camera

design. In addition to developing a fully-working

design, we also managed to investigate radiometric

methods for biomedical applications in underwater

imaging.

During my senior spring, I worked for a local start-up company, Momentum

Optics, as an optical engineer intern. During my time at Momentum, I was able

to contribute to research and development efforts by suggesting new ideas and

developing designs for lithographic optical systems used for novel optical

fabrication methods. In addition, I worked on development of a wavefront

sensor, and had the opportunity to commercialize some of my research

experience from Prof. Yoon’s lab.

I would like to thank professors Julie

Bentley and Geunyoung Yoon for sharing

their enthusiasm and insight in optics,

Andrej Keksel and Georgis Bulun on a

wonderful research collaboration,

Engineers for a Sustainable World for

always tackling problems that matter, and

Emma Derisi for her mentorship and

advice in this program.


